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Is It Always Correct to Continue Androgen Receptor
Signaling Inhibitors in the COVID-19 Era?

Patients with cancer could have a higher risk of death from
COVID-19 [1] and further therapy, especially chemotherapy,
might need to be delayed, although each decision can vary
from patient to patient.

A Platinum Opinion editorial on cancer treatment
guidelines during the COVID-19 scenario has been pub-
lished in European Urology in which Gillessen Sommer and
Powles provide an overview of suggestions regarding
systemic treatment in different urologic cancers [2].

While I totally agree on the management for renal, germ-
cell, and urothelial cancers, personally I do not agree with
two conclusions regarding prostate cancer therapy, namely
that treatment with oral androgen receptor signaling
inhibitors (ARSIs) should not be stopped and that chemo-
therapy should be replaced with an oral ARSI during the
COVID-19 pandemic [2].

Although it is true that chemotherapy and radiotherapy
lead to suppression of the immune system, thus exposing
patients, especially those >70 yr of age, to a greater
infectious risk, and most chemotherapies induce neutrope-
nia, affecting neutrophils, the body’s first line of defense, I
believe that a warning regarding ARSIs is also necessary for
the three following reasons.

First, abiraterone, approved for hormone-sensitive and
castration-resistant prostate cancer, is always used in
combination with prednisone for several months, often in
elderly patients; the mechanisms that underlie the immu-
nosuppressive properties of glucocorticoids have been well
recognized and described [3].

Second, enzalutamide, approved for the same indica-
tions as abiraterone and commonly used without concomi-
tant steroids, induces a significant rise in cortisol
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concentration and cortisol/cortisone ratio, so it equally
causes immunosuppression. Hypercortisolemia decreases
the absolute lymphocyte count, predisposing patients to a
greater risk of viral infection [4]; we now know that further
lymphopenia is a sequela of COVID-19.

Third, it is important to remember that our cancer
patients often take numerous drugs for comorbidities, so an
analysis of drug interactions is indispensable. Enzaluta-
mide, recognized as a strong CYP3A4 inducer and a
moderate CYP2C9 and CYP2C19 inducer, significantly
reduced concentrations of several anti-HIV agents such as
darunavir, ritonavir, etravirine, and raltegravir [5]; the latter
drugs are the subject of a series of trials in progress and
could be active in the fight against COVID-19.

Finally, I suggest that chemotherapy or radiotherapy
should be weighted and postponed where possible, as
currently carried out daily in our hospital, but even ARSI
administration must be carefully monitored by discussing a
2–3-wk suspension and developing a protocol to fight the
virus that does not affect cancer outcomes.
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